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The Sweet Dream Fairy Caren Cantrell 2016-01-24 Violet, the Sweet Dream Fairy, protects the sleeping children from
nightmares and monsters by sprinkling her magic dust. But Griffin the Goblin has other plans. He captures Violet,
steals her dust, and starts scaring the children. Violet knows she has to escape and fast, but how? She'll need some
real fairy magic if she wants to get her dust back and save the children.
Rainbow Valley Lucy Maud Montgomery
The Legend of Pink Unicorn Ken T. Seth 2015-06-19 Do you need help getting your children to love reading?, This book
will help to train your childen's imaginations It is a dark time in the medieval kingdom of Arialia. The Black Death
has arrived. Fatima loses her parents to the plague. She's wandering in the forest alone and doesn't know where to go
for comfort. In her desperation and in the cold at night, she dreams of a pink unicorn that can save her from fear and
starvation. When she wakes she sees the carriage of the princess passing by. It has a pink unicorn design on it. Fatima
pursues the carriage, meets the princess, and her life is forever changed as she learns the true meaning of the pink
unicorn.
Never Stop Dreaming Journal & Sketchbook Magical Unicorn Notebook 2019-12-19 Cute Unicorn Blank Ruled Line and Unline
Journal and SketchBook for Girls and Kids Student to Draw 6in x 9in x 120 Pages Magical Unicorn Kawaii 110 blank pages
(55 sheets) Cute Design and Ruled Line Professionally designed glossy softbound cover 8.5 x 11 dimensions This has
EVERYTHING that you need to FINALLY get organized and also makes an Amazing gift that she will actually use! Back To
School Birthday & Christmas Gifts Stocking Stuffers & Gift Baskets Take Notes Write Down Ideas Goal Setting Creative
Writing Organize To Do Lists Brainstorming Journaling
Uni the Unicorn Amy Krouse Rosenthal 2014-08-26 Amy Krouse Rosenthal's New York Times bestselling picture book about a
unicorn who believes that little girls are REAL is perfect for anyone interested in stories of friendship, unicorns,
and the power of believing! Uni the unicorn is told there’s no such thing as little girls! But no matter what the
grown-up unicorns say, Uni believes that little girls are REAL. Somewhere there must be a smart, strong, wonderful,
magical little girl waiting to be best friends. In fact, far away (but not too far away), a real little girl believes
there is a unicorn waiting for her, too. This magical story of friendship from the bestselling author of I Wish You
More is perfect for Easter and spring-time reading. It reminds believers and nonbelievers alike that sometimes wishes
really can come true. Don't miss the sequel, Uni the Unicorn and the Dream Come True!
My Pearly Whites (A Coloring Book for Children) Jupiter Kids 2015-10-07 Increase your child's dental awareness by
showing him/her that teeth have "emotions" too! Coloring introduces feelings, concepts and emotions quite well. It is
an activity well-loved because of its many benefits, especially the formation of essential life skills like patience,
determination control and self-confidence too. Control your child's fear of the dentist; grab a copy of this coloring
book today!
Unicorn Dream Coloring Book for Kids M. s 2021-04-28 A coloring book for children ages 4-8 years featuring a lot of
beautiful amusing, smirking unicorns. It is a perfect activity book for kids ages 4-8 who loves a unicorn. It makes
ideal gifts for kids. This Book's Features: Lightness of Number Guide, More beautiful when coloring completely. 100
Pages. Large 8.5 x 11 inch pages, Easy to Color for kids Single sided pages to avoid bleed through Suitable for
coloring with pencils, crayons, markers, gel pens etc
Dream Big Little One Adorable Notebooks 2018-01-13 Write In with this super cute notebook lined Unicorn For Girls Kids
Women There is something magical about a book waiting to be filled with your own work. Whether it's a beautifully
detailed to write in, this unicorn notebook is the perfect place to create your masterpiece. Filled with 110 lined
pages, this notebook book is perfect for kids, girls, teens and tweens who love to create to write to enjoy diary. With
standard 8.5"x11" sized pages and a high-quality full-color SOFT glossy cover, this unruled book is perfect for school,
home or work. Notebook are perfect for: Stocking Stuffers & Gift Baskets Birthday & Christmas Gifts Graduation & End of
School Year Gifts Summer Travel Teacher Gifts Doodle Diaries & much much more.... Write In & Be Happy & FUN!
Good Night Little Unicorn Emily Dash 2019-07-17 Papa owl, Mamma owl, and their little Princess Tonya live in a cozy
nest high up on a tree top. One fine rainy morning, Tonya flew around the city and found a little friend...a unicorn!
And so was born Emily Dash`s Good Night Little Unicorn; a beautiful nighttime unicorn kids story book for boys and
girls. Good Night Little Unicorn is an awesome bed time story that contains colorful illustrations of your children's
favorite TV cartoon characters, and culminates in a soul-soothing lullaby for toddlers. This unicorn story book for
kids age 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6, is one of the best children's books for putting your beloved infants to bed and helping
them sleep sound and safe at night. The story book's captivating storyline & beautiful lullaby will help your kids fall
asleep effortlessly every night. With her unique storytelling style, Emily brings to your shelves, another well-written
English story book for kids, a children's book that promises to make toddlers look forward to bed time every night.
This unicorn kids book makes an excellent addition to the libraries of any crèche, kindergarten nursery, and home
collection of books for children, and a thoughtful birthday, Christmas, Halloween, housewarming, and baby shower gift
to your sisters, nieces, cousins, nephews, sons, daughters, and relatives, on special occasions. They will love it.
This infants' unicorn storybook is a must-have. We are sure your kids will love singing the beautiful song at the end
of the story as they drift on soft clouds into dreamland. Every child is fascinated by and wants a unicorn as pet. But
since they can't own one in the real world, gift them a unicorn named Cookie...locked in the pages of a book. And
maybe... in their dreams. Place your order today & help your kids live happily ever after. Click "Add to Cart" and say
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good night to your beloved little unicorn in a memorable way.
Unicorn Stories for Kids Elisabeth Potter 2020-08-05 Want your child to use the imagination more with unicorns?Fantasy
serves an essential and vital purpose to us. Anyone who enjoys reading knows that reading can take us anywhere the
author's and our imaginations choose to guide us. Reading transports us to another time or place. By reading, we not
only learn about things that we have never seen but also learn about things that never were in this world. Fantasy
enables us to live in the land of never was. And that, in turn, allows us to create our own stories and worlds. Imagine
how dull life would be with no fantasy. Fantasy fuels our dreams and imaginations. That fuel is called inspiration.
Inspiration is the basis of creativity. Creativity is what invention comes from. All that starts with fantasy and a
vivid inner world. The best way to nurture that inner world in children begins with the bedtime story. When we remember
our childhood, most people have early memories of their parents reading to them before bed. Those bedtime stories
filled our dreams and fueled our imaginations as we grew. Thanks to those stories, we imagined ourselves flying in the
sky with birds. We grew and became fairies with butterfly wings. We played dragons and unicorns. We went back in time,
interacting with pirates, knights and dinosaurs. Our fantasy world cheered us when we were sad, and made us smile.This
book covers: What is Meditation for Children With TechniquesSelf Esteem, Compassion, EmpathyTechniques to Calming and
Relaxing20 Unicorn Bedtime StoriesAnd Much More...Storytime before bed is a bonding time with your mom or dad or both.
Kids are soothed to sleep with the sound of their mother or father 's voice. The story of bedtime is the inspiration
for the dreams that your child might have at night. It's also a food for the child's conscious mind as they go about
their day. Children are also strongly influenced when it comes to personality traits. Our children learn through
stories many of the values and character traits they will hold on to and hopefully demonstrate later in life as they
grow up. Children are learning who they want to emulate, who they want to be and how to treat other people. There's one
extra benefit with fantasy stories, their mind and imagination work out, as well as giving the gift of what could be.It
is remarkable how things that never were and never will be can serve us in life. Our fantasy worlds give us gifts like
the concept of inclusion of all species, and people, even those from outer space. Fantasy gives human voices and words
to animals and machines, even robots. Fantasy helps us learn to empathize with people and creatures wholly different
from ourselves. It teaches us to think before we react to something unfamiliar as well as how our words might make
those who are not like us feel.We hope that this collection of stories will inspire your child similarly with
characteristics such as friendship, courage, equality, hope, generosity, patience, inclusion, conservation, and love
for all. Dream the sweetest dreams, little ones! Explore more unicorns by buying this book now!
Notebook Magical Unicorn Notebook 2019-12-09 Composition Notebook Features: 100 blank grid ruled lined white pages (55
sheets) Duo sided wide ruled sheets Professionally designed glossy softbound cover 8.5 x 11 dimensions It can be used
as a notebook- journal- diary- or composition book. Composition Notebooks are the perfect gift for adults and kids.
Teachers and Students will love them! Perfect present idea for any gift giving occasion. No more boring! This is the
perfect composition notebook for school- home- office- work- travel- and much more: Back To School Subject Notebook
Spelling Practice Take Notes Write Down Ideas Goal Setting Creative Writing Organize To Do Lists Brainstorming
Journaling
The Princess Unicorn Nona J. Fairfax 2016-10-28 For many parents, curling up with a book for a bedtime story with their
kid is a daily ritual. For others, it is the perfect time to spend time with their children after a busy day, and for
some, it is something they should do but are not entirely sure why. Discover these benefits of bedtime stories for
kids.
Forty Bedtime Stories Agnes Rahoza 2014-01-27 This collection of bedtime stories is specifically designed for both
parents and children, with forty lively tales! These are short, written in an appealing style and are in turn,
exciting, amusing, whimsical and involving; there are tales to suit every taste. In addition, all forty tales are
richly illustrated. This volume promises to be a veritable treasure trove of stories for bedtime, long car journeys or
even just rainy afternoons! The collection includes the following titles: 1) The Scarecrow 2) Tim’s Train 3) The Great
War 4) Hidden Treasures 5) Mr. Frog 6) Ice Cream for Refreshment 7) The Snowman and the Hare 8) Mr. Nightingale’s Music
School 9) Night Encounter 10) The Favorite Tasks of Lou Trumpet ...and 30 more.
The Magic Unicorn Sarah Doll 2019-11-13 Snuggle with your kids at bedtime with this collection of easy-to-read
children's stories! Does your child have difficulty falling asleep? Are you looking for a fun, soothing way to bond
with your kids? Do you want to calm your child down, improve their vocabulary, reading and listening skills? If yes,
then this little collection of spellbinding stories for kids can help you. In Bedtime Stories for Kids: The Magic
Unicorn, you're going to discover a menagerie of interesting stories, beautiful illustrations and memorable that are
sure to catch the interest of your child, stimulate their imagination and take their budding creativity to new heights,
allowing you to spend quality time with your kids that they would cherish for life. Written for toddlers and preadolescent children, each unique story has its own special setting and characters and is filled with lessons that will
instill and reinforce powerful life lessons in your kids. Bedtime Stories for Kids: The Magic Unicorn is suitable for
both boys and girls and belongs on every family's bookshelf. Great for cozying up with your kids before turning out the
lights, it is also perfect for reading aloud and would make a nice holiday gift for your kids to add to their library.
Scroll up and click the "add to cart" button to buy now!
Unicorn Dream - Short Story For Kids Salba Dos 2020-03-18 Unicorn Dream - Short Story For KidsBooks For Kids
FantasyUsing beautifully colored illustrations and characters intended to capture the attention and imagination of
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young children, this book will show them how they can recognize the seeds of true friendship when looking to start a
relationship with their peers in a new environment.This will serve as a useful tool later on in their lives when
they'll need to use their initiative to find genuine and committed alliances to form.+ Funny as well, to perk up the
mood of juniors, before going to sleep+ The imagination is awakening and craving stimulus and material to work upon.+
Specially designed for small children narrated in a warm and soothing way+ Enjoy a happy reading time with Salba Dos
!GET THIS BOOK NOW AND ENJOY! CLICK BUY NOW BUTTON AT THE TOP OF THIS PAGE!
ABC Adventures With Theodore the Bear Trent Harding 2017-05-28 This interactive alphabet book featuring hand drawn
artwork of cute, Theodore the Teddy Bear, helps young readers learn the alphabet with great pictures to engage and
stimulate the children. Your child will love this easy reading alphabet book for children. Perfect for bedtime reading
as you use this book as a learning tool to help teach your children how to learn the letters from A to Z, while
enjoying the adventures of Theodore.
Dream Big Gratitude Journal Julie Carter 2019-01-28 Writing a journal is a healthy activity at any age. Reveal your
inner artist and enjoy every moment of life with this perfect unicorn journal notebook. Grab one today and start
drawing. 6x9 size is the most suitable journal book. Create your unicorn stories and share with everyone. Glossy finish
and high quality white paper for a better experience. Get this unicorn journal and start making your own stories today
6x9 most comfortable glossy finish high quality white paper 120 pages
How to Draw Magical Unicorns Magical Unicorns Noyter 2019-12-12 How to Draw Magical Unicorns for Kids Dream Come True
Amazing Cute Unicorn Kawaii A Step-by-Step Drawing and Activity Book for Kids to Learn to Draw Cute Stuff with 110
Pages of 8.5"x11" Blank Paper for Drawing: 110 white pages Learning to draw is easy with the grid copymethod! The grid
method has been used forcenturies and is a wonderful way to work onyour observation and proportion skills whiledrawing!
With over 20 magical illustrations this book will keep you entertained for days! Professionally designed glossy
softbound cover 8.5 x 11 dimensions A perfect gift for adults and kids. Parents -Teachers and Kids will love them!
Perfect present idea for any gift giving occasion. No more boring! Back To School Subject Notebook Spelling Practice
Take Notes Write Down Ideas Goal Setting Creative Writing Organize To Do Lists Brainstorming Journaling
The Famous Temples of a Remarkable Civilization - Ancient Egypt History Books for 4th Grade | Children's Ancient
History Baby Professor 2017-05-15 Temples were important structures in any civilization and the ancient Egyptians were
of no exception. How the temples were created, when they were created and who wanted them created hold important clues
on the belief systems and religion dominated during that time. In this book, we'll be visiting the famous temples of
Ancient Egypt. Grab a copy today!
Uni the Unicorn and the Dream Come True Amy Krouse Rosenthal 2019-06-04 In this sparkly, magical sequel to the "New
York Times" bestseller "Uni the Unicorn, " Uni, who believes that little girls are real, and the little girl who
believes in unicorns finally meet and work together to save a magical land. Full color.
Miraculous Me Ruth Pendergast Sissel 2014-04-01 What thoughts crossed your mother's mind the first time she saw you?
What dreams did your father hold in his heart? Told from the perspective of a baby in utero whose parents are seeing
the ultrasound picture for the first time. A colorful and inspiring way to instill the message that we are each
wonderfully treasured and made. Fun Fact: In early spring 2013, while putting socks on her newest daughter's feet, the
author Ruth spoke out loud, "Look at those toes, where will they go?" In a moment of sheer inspiration, she grabbed her
eldest daughter's Tinkerbell notebook, and between folding laundry and scrambling eggs, wrote the manuscript for this
book.
Unicorn Dreams Dyan Sheldon 1997 No one else in Dan's class believes him when he says that he has seen a unicorn, until
his story captures their imaginations.
Kids Vs. Mazes Jupiter Kids 2015-09-16 In the battle between mazes and kids, who will win? Your child might, if he/she
has the patience and right strategy to get out of all these mazes. Answering mazes is a fun learning experience that
will help improve your child's ability to think of strategies quite fast. Start your child's training with one book of
mazes at a time.
My Uni the Unicorn Diary Amy Krouse Rosenthal 2021-09-28
Little Peep Through Books: Are You There Little Unicorn? Sam Taplin 2019-02-07 Little unicorn is hiding! Children will
love searching for the elusive little unicorn as they peep through the holes in the pages of this magical book. There
are fairies and mermaids and butterflies to meet along the way, until they finally find the unicorn at the end. As well
as the die-cut holes, the book is full of fingertrails, creating an enchanting tactile experience. Part of a growing
series, this is a lovely gift for very young children. The 20th anniversary will be supported by an extensive Marketing
& PR campaign throughout 2019. Part of an internationally bestselling series, which includes over fifty titles and has
sold over 5 million copies in the UK alone. A little, white mouse appears on every page, for children to spot.
Children Books Liz Doolittle 2015-05 These are the magic stories of RUMPLESTILTSKIN, THE FROG PRINCE, and THE
UNGRATEFUL SON told in rhymes and beautiful illustrations for your delight. The Grimm stories are a collection of
German fairy tales first published in 1812 by the Grimm brothers, Jacob, and Wilhelm. These stories have certainly
endured the test of time and keep delighting our children. For more than 200 years, millions of children have enjoyed
and learned with these tales. Perhaps no other stories possess as much power to enchant, delight, and surprise as those
penned by the immortal Brothers Grimm. In this edition, your children will enjoy three classic tales now told in catchy
rhymes and beautiful modern illustrations. Enjoy the reading! Each story has a moral for educating your children with
entertainment.
The Joke's on George Michael O Tunnell 2014-06-30 Briefly surveys the life of the early American portrait painter and
describes an incident in which George Washington, visiting his natural history museum, was fooled by a lifelike
painting of two of Peale's sons climbing a staircase.
Fashions for Princess Dresses Coloring Books Activibooks For Kids 2016-08-06 This goes out for all the future models
and designers of the world. Make your baby girls' dreams unfold before their eyes at an early age and train them step
by step in fashion with this princess dresses coloring book. You shouldn't be surprised if the next thing they do is
draft designs better than seen in this book. Grab a copy now!
Analog Or Digital- A Telling Time Book for Kids Pfiffikus 2016-08-06 Teaching a child to tell time is quite
challenging. How can you put into words a good explanation as to why numerals are to be read in many ways? When
introducing the concept, start with the use of an analog clock because it gives the concept of change through the
moving hands. This educational book is perfect for little learners. Grab a copy tod
BLANK Sketchbook for Kids Creative Tools 2017-09-03 *Colorful Ladybug Cover* Sketchbooks are a staple for every young
artist. These blank books encourage creativity with art and storytelling. Kids can use these sketchbooks to showcase
their sticker collections and they often like to use them as a draw and write diary with their bucket list of favorite
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activities, Christmas wish lists and more. Our sketchbooks also serve as a treasured keepsake book for kids who want to
save their art work and see how they progress as they continue on to the next sketchbook. Extra Large 8 x 11 Drawing
Surface Durable, Soft, Paperback Matte Cover 140+ Pages We offer a wide variety of cover selections for you to choose
from. You'll find all sorts of creative covers to suit just about every personality. Please browse through our
selections and choose a cover that matches your child's style preferences. Made with Standard Paper. Best for crayons,
light watercolor paints, colored pencils and light fine-tip markers. Creative Learning Tools is a small family owned
business, partnering with Amazon. Many of the graphics we choose to create our books are selected by our own children.
Recently we published a few unicorn sketchbooks, sequencing and memory books and several grid-lined notebooks. Thank
you for stopping by. We hope you continue to enjoy our books and journals. Have a great day!
Kids Activity Book ( Activity Book for Preschool ) - Amber Scott 2016-04-18 Preschoolers will have hours of fun with
this activity-packed book. There are puzzles to complete, simple mathematics, find objects, alphabets and more . A
great way for kids to learn while having fun.
The Pug Who Wanted to Be a Unicorn Bella Swift 2018-10-04 Always be yourself. Unless you can be a unicorn . . . When
she's abandoned just before Christmas, Peggy the pug is taken in by a foster family with a unicorn-mad little girl.
Peggy thinks that her new friend, Chloe, wants a unicorn for Christmas - not a puppy. Believing that anything is
possible, Peggy decides that she will turn into a unicorn. All she needs is a long silky mane, a glowing horn, and the
ability to do magic! Easy, right? Peggy is determined to make her new friend's Christmas wish come true. And if she
does, maybe she'll finally find a forever home . . .
Excellence Lifestyle Guide & Workbook Jan Marie Mueller 2014-12-27 You were created for a lifestyle of excellence...not
a life of mediocrityAnd what ́
s amazing is you ́
re equipped with everything you need to make that lifestyle yours. You
can reach your goals. You can live your dreams. You already have what it takes to be happy and successful right inside
of you. ...so, why aren ́
t you?! Making changes is one of the hardest things any of us ever tries to do. It ́
s so easy to
get stuck, using strategies that don ́
t work anymore and not knowing what to do to keeping moving in the right
direction. If you ́
re frustrated with where you are in your life... If you ́
re tired of getting the same old results...
If you ́
re ready to do what it takes to create your life as you want it to be... Then, The Excellence Lifestyle Guide
may be just what you ́
re looking for. Discover how you can * Stop counting on "luck" to get you where you want to go in
life * Start proactively doing what it takes to have more, do more and be more * Take advantage of simple, effective
principles for living the life of your dreams - principles they never taught you in school! You have tremendous control
over the path your life is on but, like many people, you may not have any idea how to use it to your advantage! That ́
s
where The Excellence Lifestyle Guide can help. Author Jan Marie Mueller shares insights on many topics, including * How
the world really works...and why people struggle achieving the success they desire * Why most people never achieve a
life of excellence...and how you can be different * How to harness the amazing power of your thoughts to guide your
life in the direction you want it to go * The importance of knowing who you really are - and what you can do to figure
it out * How to master your mindset and use it to achieve the life of excellence you deserve to be living * The one key
resource you need to succeed at anything - and how to get it (Tip: It ́
s more important than either time or money!) *
Three of the BIGGEST secrets to success...and much, much more! What you think and believe about yourself and the world
around you defines your reality. Learning to effectively use the principles outlined in The Excellence Lifestyle Guide
will help you transform your life in ways you ́
ve only dreamed of up until now. Everyone can have success. Everyone can
enjoy the excellence lifestyle. If your life isn ́
t quite where you believe it should be, Jan Marie challenges you to
discover the secrets to becoming your best self and start putting the skills she shares to work in your life today.
Life is too short for constant struggle and frustration. Use the principles inside this book to begin living the
lifestyle of excellence you deserve! Scroll up and get your copy today.
The Thankful Unicorn Hayley Rose 2020-06
Uni the Unicorn Dream & Draw Activity Book Brigette Barrager 2019-09-10 Uni the unicorn's first coloring-and-activity
book includes a punch-out unicorn, stickers, a poster, and plenty of sparkly, colorful games and puzzles! Connect the
dots, color, and more with everyone's favorite unicorn--Uni! This deluxe activity book for ages 3 to 7 is based on the
New York Times bestselling picture books Uni the Unicorn and Uni the Unicorn and the Dream Come True. Activities
include mazes, wordplay, doodle prompts, puzzles, stickers, and more! Best of all, there's a sturdy punch-out Uni the
unicorn for fans to play with, plus a poster (11" x 14"), perfect for bedroom walls. Special notepad binding allows
pages to tear out easily so they can be displayed and collected.
Rainbows, Angels and Unicorns Eileen McCourt 2016-04-03 Here is a simple, easy-to-read, delightfully illustrated book
for young children! The author presents, in a very easily comprehensible way, the basic Spiritual truths, explaining
who we are, where we have come from, why we are here and the part God plays in all our lives. It is our responsibility
as adults and particularly as parents, to ensure that our young children come to an understanding of the truths about
Spiritual matters at as early an age as possible. This book is meant to develop a child's imagination, awakening tender
young minds to the beauty that lies all around us and to connect with that beauty in an inspiring and meaningful way.
It also explains, in simple terms, realities about creation and the subtle higher energy vibrational levels, which
exist in close proximity all around us. The exercises and experiments will delight and amaze, as well as nurture your
child's creativity, introducing, in a fascinating way, the truths that are fundamental to our understanding of our
existence here on Planet Earth. Your child will learn that life is meant to be fun and to be enjoyed. But there are
rules, as in any game! This book explains these Spiritual Universal Laws, helping your child to see this world as the
wonderful, amazing, beautiful place it really is, and to live a life of fulfillment, joy and abundance. What more could
you ever hope for?
Disney Minnie Mouse: Unicorn Dreams Maggie Fischer 2021-02-02 Dream along with Minnie and her unicorn friends in a
sparkly sequin adventure! When Minnie falls asleep writing a story, she starts to have the most magical dreams!
Unicorns dash across the sky on rainbows, and puppies made of cotton candy fill the clouds. It’s nothing like she’s
ever seen—and it’s so much fun! Fly with Minnie and her new enchanting friends in this little book full of its own
magic: colorful reversible sequins!
S Janice H McKlansky Publishing 2019-05-09 Monogram Cover and Unicorn Design Journal - Makes for a Perfect Gift or for
Personal Use This notebook and journal is perfect for anyone that loves to take notes, draw pictures, has a passion for
unicorns, cute things, life and positivity, or simply for anyone looking to purchase that gift for the person that
seems to have everything. Not only is it a personalized monogram journal, it also comes with a beautiful unicorn dreams
and fantasy cover design that is sure to leave a lasting impression This book also features a beautiful pink and starry
background print design which features a personalized name on the cover (as shown) along with a collection of moon,
stars, diamonds, candy, flowers, hearts, rainbows and cupcakes on the back cover. Whether you are looking at it from
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the front or the back, it looks wonderful and peaceful every time. In a 6x9 size, this notebook is perfect for
journaling at home, for taking notes while at school, or to simply hand off as a gift to someone on their birthday or
graduation day. Whether it's for you or a friend, we know you'll love it! You will find many similar books like it in
your local mall or favorite shop, but often for a much higher price. SIZE: 6X9 PAPER: White Paper with Lines for
Writing PAGES: 124 Pages COVER: Soft Cover (Matte) Limited Time Offer Perfect for note taking, sketching, memories or
day planning Printed on high quality interior stock paper with custom cover Great for gift giving, journaling with a
friend, or taking class notes Premium matte finish cover with amazing art work Order your copy today!
Unicorn Dream Journal Jason Soft 2018-10-03 This is a must have book for everyone who dreams. On average a person has
4-6 dreams a night, yet they forget 90% of this within the first ten minute s of waking up. This dream book will help
you record, track, analysis and understand your dreams. Product information: Owner information First page gives enough
space for Dream Title, Date and specious room for dream description. Second page includes section for: Was this dream:
a recurring dream? | A lucid dream? | A night mare? What were the key themes or issues in the dream? What were your
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prominent emotions and feelings: Happiness| Surprise | Indifference | Fear| Disapproval |Love| joy | Sadness | Panic |
Alterations | Rejection |
Freedom|Contentment|Frustration|Envy|Anxiety|Compassion|Pride|Betrayal|Jealousy|Guilt|Arousal|Confusion|Anger|Shame|Pai
n|Other Could this dream relate to a recent situation/event/person/Problem in your life? What is your interpretation of
the dream? In what way (s) does this dream affect you? Does it provide clarity into something or suggest a specific
course of action?. Paper seize 8x10 Get your Copy.
A Picture Book of Harry Houdini David A. Adler 2015-01-19 Harry Houdini astounded audiences around the globe with his
death-defying acts and illusions. With his wife, Bess, often by his side, he freed himself from ropes, handcuffs,
straitjackets, and prison cells. Once he even made a ten-thousand-pound elephant vanish into thin air! Yet Harry's life
was not always so glamorous. When he was a boy, he shined shoes and did odd jobs to help make ends meet. But a career
in magic was always in the cards for Harry. Readers will be mesmerized by this captivating biography of one of the most
celebrated escape artists and magicians in history.
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